
Terms and Condition of participating in UrukTech Second Annual competition, in 

partnership with Al-Mansour College University 

 

1. Students (undergraduates and postgraduates) from all universities (governmental 

and private sector), technicians, and hobbyists are entitled to register in the 

competition and to submit their projects. No registration fees are required, as 

registration is free.  

2. Submitted projects must include a distinct practical part, in which a microcontroller 

is used. Theoretical part (thesis) with scientific references is also a must to participate.  

3. In case that the submitted project have been accepted, a theoretical report for the 

project need to be submitted later, it must be according to the template of Al-

Mansour College University. The template is available at the university and UrukTech 

websites.  

4. Both individuals and groups are allowed to participate.  

5. Registered projects shall be handed to a scientific committee named by Al-Mansour 

college university in order to be short listed into the final participated projects list.  

6. In case of any delay in the project progress after nomination, the project will be 

excluded from the competition.  

7. Participants can’t withdraw from the competition after final nominated list is 

declared.  

8. Al-Mansour college University and UrukTech are not responsible of any plagiarism of 

any kind a participant (Individual or group) may commit. In case of plagiarism 

committed the project will be excluded from the competition.  

9. Participant (individual and group) vows to complete their project within scheduled 

time, so the project shall be presented at the competition exhibition on Al-Mansour 

college university campus.  

10. Participant (individual project) or group representative (group project) vows to attend 

the competition on the competition date in order to represent their projects.  

11. Winning projects selection and announcement is performed by a scientific committee 

on the competition date.  

12. Winners shall be awarded wining prizes that would be declared later.   

13. The awarded prizes shall be presented to the projects not the personnel (individual 

or group) of the project.  

14. Participant reclaim the right to publish their works after the competition comes to an 

end.  

15. UrukTech and Al-Mansour college university will be granted the complete rights to 

publish participated project on their websites.  

16. Registration and application submitting are exclusively accepted through UrukTech 

and Al-Mansour College University websites. 


